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SUMMARY

Plants form new organs with patterned tissue orga-
nization throughout their lifespan. It is unknown
whether this robust post-embryonic organ formation
results from stereotypic dynamic processes, in
which the arrangement of cells follows rigid rules.
Here, we combine modeling with empirical observa-
tions of whole-organ development to identify the
principles governing lateral root formation in Arabi-
dopsis. Lateral roots derive from a small pool of
founder cells in which some take a dominant role
as seen by lineage tracing. The first division of the
founders is asymmetric, tightly regulated, and deter-
mines the formation of a layered structure. Whereas
the pattern of subsequent cell divisions is not stereo-
typic between different samples, it is characterized
by a regular switch in division plane orientation.
This switch is also necessary for the appearance of
patterned layers as a result of the apical growth of
the primordium. Our data suggest that lateral root
morphogenesis is based on a limited set of rules.
They determine cell growth and division orientation.
The organ-level coupling of the cell behavior ensures
the emergence of the lateral root’s characteristic fea-
tures. We propose that self-organizing, non-deter-
ministic modes of development account for the
robustness of plant organ morphogenesis.

INTRODUCTION

A hallmark of organismal development is the establishment

of robust organmorphologies through controlled growth. Organs

are characterized by typical patterns of cell organization and

differentiation. Because plant cells are turgid, immobile, and

feature a cell wall, cell growth determines plant organ shape

and cell division orientation influences cell disposition. In Arabi-

dopsis, early embryogenesis specifies the apical-basal axis as
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well as the root and shootmeristems. This highly stereotypic pro-

cess is characterized by a nearly invariant pattern of cell divisions

[1–3]. However, post-embryonic development with formation of

lateral organs is the main determinant of a plant’s architecture

and its unparalleled ability to adapt [4, 5]. It remains unknown

whether the strict determinisms that underpin the arrangement

of cells during embryogenesis also apply to morphogenesis

of post-embryonic lateral organs. In roots, lateral organs are

derived from patches of founder cells that are semi-regularly

specified in the differentiation zone [6]. In Arabidopsis, the lateral

root founders are cells of the pericycle, a single inner cell layer

adjacent to the vascular bundle at the center of the root [7]. Small

numbers of pericycle cells re-enter the cell cycle and divide anti-

clinal (along the shoot-root axis) and periclinal (normal to the sur-

face of the root) to form a dome-shaped primordium that further

progresses into a lateral root. The primordium grows through the

cell layers of the primary root [8], which accommodate the pas-

sage and have an instructive role in the initiation [9] and shape of

the lateral root primordium [10]. As it develops, the lateral root

primordium adopts a characteristic organization in cell layers

[11].

RESULTS

A Geometric Rule for Division Accounts for the Tissue
Organization of the Lateral Root Primordium
Quantitative analyses and modeling have established that, for

most plant cell divisions, the division plane is coupled to a

‘‘shortest wall’’ principle [1, 12–14]. This has been shown to be

true for proliferative divisions in the early Arabidopsis embryo,

where only divisions in which daughter cells adopt a different

fate tend to break this rule [1]. We tested whether the same prin-

ciple accounts for the emergence of the typical cell organization

of the early lateral root primordium. We developed a growing,

two-dimensional vertex-based model of the formation of the

lateral root to evaluate whether the regular organization of cells

in the lateral root primordium can emerge with a limited set of

rules. Our model assumes an initial arrangement of founder cells

in the pericycle. Growth is simulated by morphing this initial

configuration into the shape of a fully developed lateral root pri-

mordium (Figures 1A and S7) using a key-framing approach
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based on Bézier surfaces [15]. The simulated shape change cap-

tures both the growth of the primordium itself and the accommo-

dating responses of the overlying tissue [8–10, 16]. As the cells

grow, their area increases, and at a threshold area (or area ratio),

they divide. Different rules determine the orientation of the plane

of division (e.g., geometric shortest wall), and the choice of

division rule will influence the patterning of the cells in the devel-

oped primordium. We simulated the formation of lateral roots

assuming a coupling between the orientation of the plane of di-

vision and cell geometry. We implemented a probabilistic rule,

in which the selection of the plane of division involves a com-

petition between configurations that represent local minima

(geometric, shortest wall rule) [14]. Because of the probabilistic

nature of this rule, we ran 100 simulations of the model and

analyzed a combined output. All simulations lead to the forma-

tion of a layered primordium, which resembles the cellular orga-

nization observed in actual lateral root primordia (Figures 1A and

S7). The layered organization of cells in the primordium arises

from periclinal divisions [11]. We noticed the emergence of

higher-order spatial and temporal regularities in the sequence

of periclinal divisions. Once two layers (an inner and an outer

layer) are generated by a periclinal division, the outer layer pre-

dominantly shows periclinal divisions prior to the inner layer (Fig-

ure 1B). We also analyzed the sequence of cell divisions and

correlated the spatial orientation between two consecutive divi-

sions. We computed the planar angle ɵ between the axis of the

nth cell division and the n-1th cell division. We observed that

most cells rotated their division plane by 90� (Figure 1C). Two

spatial domains are observed in the model. A central domain

composed of small cells flanked by a peripheral domain with

larger cells [17] is observed (Figure 1A). Therefore, a model in

which divisions follow a geometric rule for positioning of the

plane of division recapitulates the tissue organization of the

lateral root primordium. The model allows several predictions

about the cell organization and the division pattern of the lateral

root primordium. First, the order of periclinal divisions should be

regular, with periclinal divisions occurring in the outer layer prior

to the inner layer. Second, two consecutive divisions should pre-

dominantly switch the division plane orientation by 90�.

A Four-Dimensional Atlas of Cell Lineages during
Lateral Root Formation
To rigorously test these predictions in vivo, it is crucial to analyze

cell movements, divisions, and lineage relationships of cells [18,

19]. Previous attempts to document and reconstruct the lineages

of cells forming the lateral root primordium [10, 20] lacked the

dynamics or temporal resolution for a faithful inference of the

lineages of all cells. To perform a comprehensive study of all

cell lineages involved in lateral root morphogenesis, we em-

ployed light sheet-based fluorescence microscopy (LSFM)

[21–25]. LSFM allows in vivo recording of the complete process

of lateral root formation of transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana plants

expressing a pan-nuclear marker (pUBQ10::H2B-RFP) and a

pan-plasma membrane marker (pUBQ10::YFP-PIP1;4) for up

to 3 days without photo-bleaching while leaving the plant

intact. The observed plants expressed furthermore a nuclear re-

porter (pGATA23::nls-GUS-GFP) specifically marking the peri-

cycle cells primed to become founder cells [26]. Thereby, we

ensured that the recording starts prior to the first cell division.
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All plants were imaged in a customized microscope [23], allow-

ing a fine control of simulated sun light intensity, temperature,

and the availability of nutrients. As a result, we precisely repro-

duce the standard growth conditions, in which Arabidopsis

plants are commonly grown in laboratories [23]. Initially, the

7-day-old plants were gravistimulated by a 90� rotation for a

period of 6 hr (Figure S1). This treatment induces the formation

of lateral roots [27, 28] and provides a common reference time

point. Given the plastic nature of post-embryonic development,

it is essential to sample the inter-individual variance in cell

behavior. Therefore, we captured the complete morphogenesis

of five lateral root primordia in five different plants grown under

identical conditions (Figures 1D, 1E, and S1; Tables 1 and S1).

In each recording, stacks of images were acquired every 5 min

for up to 64 hr. We did not observe any adverse effects on the

plants during the imaging process. The plants survived imaging,

showed no morphological abnormalities, and continued their

normal life cycle past imaging (Figure S1). The LSFM datasets

document the positions of all cells forming the lateral root and

allow the visualization and analysis of lateral root morphogenesis

at cellular resolution (Figures 1E and S1; Movies S1 and S2). We

define three canonical views of lateral root morphogenesis (Fig-

ure 1E). In the front view, the primordium grows toward the

observer; the side view runsalong the shoot/root axiswith thepri-

mordium growing sideways from the primary root axis. In the

radial view, theprimordium is cut transversally by aplaneperpen-

dicular to the shoot/root axis. We took advantage of the high

spatiotemporal resolution of our datasets to track cell nuclei

throughmultiple rounds of cell division and generated a compre-

hensive database of positions and lineage relationships for all

cells of the lateral root primordium (Figure S2). We tracked all

nuclei for 25 hr, a timewindow spanning the lateral root formation

from the first division of the founders in the pericycle layer to the

emergence of the primordium through cortex and epidermis

layers. The resulting lateral root datasets allowed us to recon-

struct the entire lateral root formation process and to perform

extensive data analyses (Figures 1F, 1G, and S2; Data S1).

Lateral root founder cells are all pericycle cells that divide at

least once during the recording time. We counted 8–15 founder

cells (11± 2;mean±SD) arranged in apatch of five toeight parallel

pericycle cell files facing the xylem pole (Figure 1F) [11, 29, 30].

These cells are arranged in pairs of abutting pericycle cells. Single

cells were also observed at the periphery of the field of founders

(Figure S4). The first division of a founder cell is observed

7–14 hr after gravistimulation (10:41 ± 3:10; hh:mm; mean ± SD;

Figure 1D). Although each primordium is initiated at a different

time point, their growth rates are very similar, following an expo-

nential profile with an average doubling time of 7:08 ± 00:17 hr

(mean ± SD; Figures 2A and S1). We did not observe any correla-

tion between the growth rates and the day/night cycle, as it is

known to be the case for emerged lateral roots [23, 31]. Due to

the large variance in the onset of proliferation after gravistimula-

tion, we analyzed the different datasets based on the total number

of cells in the primordium for a developmental synchronization of

our system. This allows a direct comparison of the five datasets

at particular developmental stages up to a number of 143 cells.

The timing of development and the typical emergence of a layered

organization were consistent across all datasets and similar

to previous reports [10, 11]. We conclude that our datasets
Ltd All rights reserved
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Figure 1. Modeling, Imaging, and Reconstruction of Lateral Root Formation in Arabidopsis thaliana

(A) Modeling of lateral root growth using geometric rules of cell divisions. All cells divide symmetrically following the shortest wall rule. Cell outlines overlaid with

nuclei show the resulting model at the end of the simulation. Colors indicate layers as in Figure 2D.

(B) Tree representation of the order of periclinal divisions. Percentages indicate the proportion of periclinal divisions that occur in the outer layer prior to the inner

layer in 100 independent simulation runs of the model.

(C) Pie charts representing the proportion of alternating divisions (in blue) in 100 independent simulation runs of the model.

(D) Time course of five datasets. The development of each specimen is presented along a line. The star indicates the time point of gravistimulation, the bar shows

the entire time span of the recording, and its black segment indicates the period of segmentation and tracking. Daytime and nighttime are represented by an

orange and a white background, respectively.

(E) Live recording of lateral root development from initiation to emergence for dataset no. 121204. Schematics in the first column describe the different per-

spectives on the lateral root. First row: a three-dimensional reconstruction of the lateral root growing out of the primary root is shown. Second row: single slices

along x-y (front view), 10 mm inside the epidermis cell layer, are shown. Third row: single slices along z-y (side view), 80 mm inside the primary root, are shown.

Fourth row: single slices along x-z (radial view) through the center of the primordium are shown. Time points are relative to gravistimulation. The scale bar

represents 20 mm.

(F) Schematic representation of the disposition of the lateral root founder cells in the pericycle. co, cortex; en, endodermis; ep, epidermis; pe, pericycle; xp, xylem

pole.

(G) Spatial distribution of cell nuclei in data set no. 120830. The first and last segmented time points are shown in front, side, and radial views. Clonally related cells

share the same color. The color scheme follows the one in (F).

See also Figures S1, S2, and S4 and Movies S1 and S2.
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Table 1. Samples Imaged and Datasets Analyzed

Dataset Genotype

Imaging Segmented Dataset

Duration Frequency

Volume

(x, y, z) (mm)

Size of the

Dataset (GB) Duration (hr)

No. of

Founders

No. of Cells

at the End

No. of

Divisions

No. 120830 wild-type 47 hr every 5 min 443 3 335 3 150 175 25 10 167 166

No. 121204 wild-type 45 hr every 5 min 443 3 335 3 150 167 25 11 160 156

No. 121211 wild-type 39 hr 30 min every 5 min 443 3 335 3 150 147 25 11 260 242

No. 130508 wild-type 50 hr 30 min every 5 min 443 3 335 3 150 188 30 9 143 134

No. 130607 wild-type 65 hr 20 min every 5 min 443 3 335 3 150 243 25 15 267 252

No. 131203 aur1-2 aur2-2 42 hr 55 min every 5 min 443 3 335 3 150 159 41 5a 175a 174a

aUnderestimated, as one peripheral cell file could not be analyzed.
accurately reflect lateral root development and faithfully capture

the passage through stereotypic stages [10, 11].

Growth Dynamics, Sequence of Periclinal Divisions, and
Layers Emergence
Next, we asked whether the observed stereotypic growth of the

primordia entails an invariable pattern of growth dynamics in the

primordium. For this, we used the nuclei as landmarks to quantify

in 3D the dynamics of the tissue deformation in all datasets,

which was then averaged (see [32] and Experimental Proce-

dures). From initiation to a primordium of �70 cells, the principal

direction of tissue deformation is uniform throughout the primor-

dium and parallel to the shoot-root axis. Afterward, the axis of

deformation rotates by 90� and points toward the surface of

the main root (Figure 2B; Movie S3). This rotation is particularly

notable in the central and apical parts of the primordium,

whereas it stays parallel to the shoot-root axis at the base and

periphery of the primordium. In conclusion, the morphogenesis

of the lateral root primordium follows a stereotypic pattern char-

acterized by an apical growth.

We then characterized the spatiotemporal elements in the

sequence of periclinal divisions accounting for the regular emer-

gence of layers.We observed that the occurrence of periclinal di-

visions correlates with given developmental stages, i.e., with the

number of cells. For example, the first periclinal division occurs

at a stage of 26 ± 6 cells and the second periclinal division occurs

when the primordium contains 57 ± 6 cells (Figures 2D, 3, and

S3).We also observed the higher-order spatial and temporal reg-

ularities in the sequence of periclinal divisions predicted by the

model. Once two layers (an inner and an outer layer) are gener-

ated by a periclinal division, the outer layer predominantly shows

periclinal divisions prior to the inner layer (Figures 2D, 3, and S3).

Together, this indicates that the emergence of layers results from

a stereotypic timing of periclinal divisions relative to the total

number of cells in the primordium and a stereotypic distribution

relative to its geometry. In turn, this could suggest a control at the

scale of the whole primordium.

Founder Cells Do Not Contribute Stereotypically to the
Lateral Root Primordium
The swelling of the pericycle cells located in one cell file [9] is a

distinctive feature preceding the first founder cell division. This

cell file received the index zero and, because it occupies a lead-

ing role in the development of the primordium (Figures 4A and

4B), can be regarded as the master cell file. Not only cells in
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the master cell file are predominantly the first among the foun-

ders to enter the first round of division, but also their daughters

are the first cells that enter the subsequent rounds of divisions

(Figure S4). We measured the duration of the interphase in

each cell file and observed that the lineages derived from the

master cell file and its immediate flanking neighboring files

(with indices �1 and +1) had a shorter interphase duration

(6.01 ± 1.83 hr; mean ± SD) than the ones at the periphery

(7.17 ± 2.28 hr; p = 4.724e�14; Welch two-sample t test; Fig-

ure 4C). In consequence, cells in the master cell file contribute

most of the cell mass in the primordium (31%; 44 ± 6 cells for

a primordium at the 143 cells stage; Figure 4D). Together, foun-

ders of the master file and its two adjacent files (files �1, 0,

and +1) define the core of the primordium and contribute 76%

(109 ± 6 cells for a primordium at the 143 cells stage) of the

cell mass (Figure 4D). The contribution of individual founder cells

is also not comparable from one primordium to the other. For

example, at the 143 cells stage, in one specimen (dataset no.

130508), 60% of the primordium consisted of the progeny of

two cells, whereas in another specimen (dataset no. 130607), it

required five founder cells to create 60% of the primordium (Fig-

ure 4E). Thus, all founders do not contribute equally to the pri-

mordium, consistent with an earlier cell-sector-based study

[20]. We determined the position of the primordium tip in the

last time point of the recording in the side view and projected it

onto the first time point (Figure 4E) to analyze whether the

founder cells determine the position of the primordium tip. We

measured the position of the cell borders in each of the cell files

�1, 0, and +1 relative to this center. Neither the position of the

cells in the master cell files nor the average center of the three

central cell files coincides with the position of the center of the

primordium (Figures 4E and S4). This leads to the conclusion

that the position of the primordium tip is not encoded in the initial

position of the founder cells and suggests that there is a consid-

erable extent of plasticity in cell patterning to form a lateral root.

The rigid endodermis layer directly overlying the founder cells is

actively accommodating the initiation and growth of the primor-

dium [9, 16]. We searched for any conspicuous feature in the

arrangement of the overlying endodermis in relation to the posi-

tion of the founder(s) with a predominant contribution to the pri-

mordium. We extracted the topology of the endodermis cell

walls and projected the position onto the primordium tip. We

observed in all datasets that the founder cell contributing most

to the primordiumwas in contact with two endodermis cells (Fig-

ure S4). This result suggests that the topological relationships
Ltd All rights reserved
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Figure 2. High-Order Regularities in the Growth Profile and the Sequence of Periclinal Divisions

(A) Number of cells over time for all datasets. The horizontal axis indicates the time after gravistimulation.

(B) Average tensor maps of the developing lateral root. The position of the cell nuclei was used to compute the 3D deformation in each individual primordium. The

datasets were spatially and temporally registered, and the deformation was averaged over all datasets. These maps reflect the magnitude (color) and principal

directions of the growth of the lateral root primordium (line). Three stages are represented as canonical views. Whereas all cells are shown in the radial and front

views, only the cells of the master cell file (see Figure 4) are shown in the side view. The ‘‘bow ties’’ represent the variance in orientation. The black line represents

the outline of the primordium.

(C) Layer visualization of the dataset no. 130607. The cell nuclei positions in the last segmented time point are shown in the side and radial views. Each column

shows the cell nuclei of an individual cell file ranging from index �3 to +2. Colors indicate the sequence of periclinal divisions. Starting from a one-layered

primordium, the first periclinal division generates two layers, an outer one (red) and an inner one (green), that undergo further periclinal divisions and generate

more layers (see D).

(D) Tree representation of the average sequence of periclinal divisions in all five datasets. The horizontal axis represents the total number of cells in the pri-

mordium. The positions of the boxes indicate the average number of cells at which these layers appeared.

See also Figures S2 and S3 and Movies S3 and S4.
between endodermis and pericycle may have a role in the selec-

tion of the founder cell with a dominant contribution.

Spatiotemporal Patterns of Cell Division
We then analyzed the spatiotemporal pattern of cell divisions. As

previously reported [7, 11, 30, 33], the first division of the foun-

ders in the master cell file is stereotypic. Founders undergo an

anticlinal (A), asymmetric division generating two small cells
Current Biology 26, 439
flanked by two larger cells. For the second round of divisions,

we observed two cases: either cells undergo a periclinal (P) divi-

sion, thus creating a new layer (AP case; Figure 5A), or they go

through another round of anticlinal division (AA case; Figure 5B).

Founder cells seem to randomly follow either of the two se-

quences (AA or AP). This indicates that there might not be a ste-

reotypic division pattern except that the first division is always

anticlinal. We then analyzed whether the predicted regular 90�
–449, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 443
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switch in the axis of two consecutive divisionswas also observed

in vivo. Between the first and the second division round, 46% of

divisions shifted their division plane by 90� (e.g., anticlinal to peri-

clinal), whereas 54% divided along the same direction (Figures

5C and 5D; n = 75 divisions). This bimodal distribution is ex-

pected. We previously observed that cells divide first anticlinal

and then either switch to a periclinal division (AP case leading

to an alternating behavior) or divided again anticlinal (AA case

leading to a collinear behavior). In the subsequent rounds of di-

visions, we observed a net predominance of an alternating orien-

tation between two consecutive divisions (68% alternating; 32%

collinear; n = 584; Figure 5C). This indicates that, after the sec-

ond round of divisions, most of the cells switch the orientation

of their plane of division by 90� and show alternating division.

Cell shape is an important determinant of the orientation of cell

divisions [1, 13, 14]. We thus analyzed the relationship between

the orientation of the divisions and the geometry of the cell and

classified the orientation of the new cell wall with respect to the

geometry of the mother cell for the first four rounds of divisions.

Division planes that split the cell in parallel to its shortest axis

follow the shortest wall rule [12, 14]. All divisions in the first round

are anticlinal and follow this rule. These divisions followa shortest

wall rule while generating unequal daughter cells, a case reminis-

cent of the situation observed in the stomatal lineage where the

plane of division is the shortest path through the nucleus, but

thenucleus is not in thecenter of thecell [34]. In the second round,

only 50% of the divisions follow the shortest wall rule (Figure 5D).

For example, some periclinal cell divisions occur although the

mother cell is considerably elongated (Figure S5). In contrast,

during the third and fourth division rounds, 80% of the divisions

obey the shortest wall rule (Figure 5D). In summary, from the third

cell cycle onward, cells tend to divide following a geometric rule

and alternate their division behavior. Both observations are

significantly reduced during the second cell cycle. As predicted

by the model, it appears that a particular control of the cell divi-

sion orientation during the first cell cycle creates a field of small

cells that delineate the future primordium center. In order to

test this hypothesis, we took advantage of the aurora1 aurora2

(aur1-2;2-2) double mutant that lacks key AURORA kinases

required to correctly position the cell plate in asymmetric forma-
444 Current Biology 26, 439–449, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier
tive cell divisions [35]. This defect results in a randomized orien-

tation of cell divisions in early stage primordia and leads to a

compromised lateral root emergence despite the normal dome

shape of the primordium [10]. We recorded the lateral root devel-

opment of an aur1-2;2-2 plant expressing ubiquitously a H2B-

RFP and PIN1-GFP fusion and retrieved the lineage of founders.

Aspreviously reported [10, 35],weobserved that, during the early

stages of primordium development, the plant is not capable of

specifying division planes in the initial two rounds of divisions.

This causes an erratic arrangement of the cells (Figures 5E and

S6). The primordium establishes still a dome-like shape (Fig-

ure 5E) but does not form organized layers (Figure 5F). In contrast

to thewild-type, periclinal divisions do not occur in the outer layer

prior to the inner layer (Figure 5G), nor do two consecutive divi-

sions alternate the orientation of the division plane during the first

four rounds of divisions (Figure 5H). This suggests that the mis-

positioning of the division plane during the first asymmetrical di-

vision of the founders has profound consequences on the tissue

organization of the primordium. It prevents the formation of orga-

nized layers and the switch in division orientations. Yet, the dome

shape of the primordium is not affected.

Our analyses of the developing lateral root primordium vali-

date several predictions of the model. The first anticlinal and

asymmetric division of the founders determines the further tissue

organization of the primordium. Most divisions tend to switch

their division plane by 90� between two consecutive divisions.

High-order regularities in the sequence of periclinal divisions

lead to the well-organized formation of layers. Yet, our analyses

revealed additional characteristic elements that were not pre-

dicted by the model. Lateral root primordia develop from a vari-

able number of founder cells from which some arise to have a

dominant contribution. These dominant founders seem to arise

stochastically. The division pattern of individual founders varies

between primordia.

The Orientation of Cell Divisions and the Deformation
Pattern of the Primordium Drive Lateral Root
Morphogenesis
Our results suggest that the reproducible outcome of lateral

root morphogenesis is an emerging property of the orientation
Ltd All rights reserved
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(A) Sketch of the membranes (radial view) at the first time point for all datasets. The cell file swelling the most prior to its first division is called master cell file and

indicated in green.

(B) Overlay of the cell nuclei positions and single optical slices through the center of the primordium in radial view at the last segmented time point. Themaster cell

file (index zero) prefigures the tip of the primordium. Flanking cell files on either side have indices ranging from �3, i.e., leftmost, to +3, i.e., rightmost.

(C and D) Cells in the master cell file have a shorter interphase duration and contribute most to the lateral root. (C) Box plots of the time span between

two consecutive divisions in each cell file are shown. (D) Fraction of the total cell number (for a 143-cell primordium) derived from each cell file plotted as the

mean ± SD over all datasets is shown. In both (C) and (D), identical letters indicate distributions that do not differ significantly (p R 0.05; Tukey’s test).

(E) The disposition of founder cells does not prefigure the position of the tip of the lateral root primordium. Front and side views of four datasets at the first and last

segmented time points are depicted along a schematic representation of the founders upon initiation (second column) and an overlay of the nuclei position and

single slices in the last segmented time point (third column). The number of cells (for a 143-cell primordium) contributed by founders in each of the three core cell

files is indicated in the last column.

See also Figure S4.
of cell divisions and the deformation pattern of the primordium.

To formally assess the role of cell division orientation, we ran-

domized the orientation of divisions by treating all possible ori-

entations of the division planes with the same probability. A

complete randomization of the division plane could lead to cells

with uneven volume distribution between daughter cells, a

feature correlated with the formation of daughter cells with

distinct identity [1]. Therefore, we ran models in which the

orientation of the division plane is randomized while still preser-

ving the symmetry of the daughter cells. In such a model, which

mimics the defect of the aurora kinase mutant, cells of the pri-

mordium did not arrange in layers and no distinct peripheral

and central domains emerged (Figures 6D and S7). Because

the plane of division was chosen randomly, the predominant

alternation between two divisions was no longer present (Fig-

ure 6E). These results are qualitatively similar to the defects

observed in vivo with the aurora mutant. In contrast to the

aurora mutant data, the high-order pattern of periclinal division

was still observed in the model (Figure 6F). We further tested

the importance of a precise control of the orientation during

the first division. We ran simulations in which the choice of
Current Biology 26, 439
plane of division for the first division is randomized, whereas

all subsequent divisions follow a geometric shortest wall rule

as in the first model (Figures 6G–6I and S6). In this case, orga-

nized layers were not as readily visible (Figure 6G) similar to the

aurora mutant. In contrast, the alternated division orientation

was restored (Figure 6I) and the high-order pattern of periclinal

divisions was present (Figure 6H). This result supports the hy-

pothesis that a precise control of the orientation of the first di-

vision is an important determinant of emergence of layers. In

addition, it suggests that a precise control of the division plane

orientation, involving the AURORA kinases, is important for the

proper emergence of the sequence of layers as well as for the

regular switch in division orientation.

We observe a stereotypic distribution of periclinal divisions

relative to the primordium geometry, where these divisions

initially occur in the outermost layers. Because this pattern is

preserved in models, where the orientation of cell division is ran-

domized, we hypothesize that it results from a global control at

the level of the whole primordium. We tested whether the lateral

root primordium growth could be responsible for the emergence

of this high-order regularity. For this, we changed from a mostly
–449, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 445
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See also Figures S5 and S6.
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See also Figure S7 and Movie S5.
apical-driven growth (Figure 1A), similar to the one empirically

observed (Figure 2B), to a growth more pronounced at the

base. Importantly, the start and end geometries of the primor-

dium are preserved. Such a model leads to lateral roots qualita-
Current Biology 26, 439
tively indistinguishable from the ones with apical growth in terms

of layer formation and division orientation (Figures 6J, 6L, and

S7). However, base-driven growth impaired the emergence of

the periclinal divisions order that we observed in vivo (Figure 6K).
–449, February 22, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 447



This indicates that the order of periclinal divisions is a result of

the growth pattern.

DISCUSSION

By combining whole-organ lineage tracing in wild-type and

mutant plants withmodeling, we identified the principles govern-

ing lateral rootmorphogenesis. Lateral roots arise from a variable

number of founder cells arranged in a field of cells, from which

someemerge stochastically andcontribute dominantly.Whereas

the first asymmetric division of these founders is tightly regulated,

the subsequent divisions do not follow a rigid sequence. The

orientation of the plane of division depends on the cell geometry.

This, combined with the apical growth of the primordium, which

results from the proliferation of its constituting cells and the ac-

commodation by the overlying tissue, is instrumental for the

emergence of the characteristic layered organization of the pri-

mordium. Our model predicts and explains certain patterns of

cell divisions (switch in orientation and sequence of periclinal di-

visions), but the model also misses some of the major features of

lateral root formation. It doesnot reproduce, for example, thepre-

cise disposition of cell walls underpinning the organization of the

pre-vascular strand, already evident from early stages onward

[11]. The mode of lateral root development, in which the organ-

level coupling of cell growth anddivision results in the emergence

of a typical pattern, is typical of a non-deterministic, self-orga-

nizing system. Self-organization and non-determinism are wide-

spread in developmental processes [36]. Yet, thedegree atwhich

these processes are canalized varies. The highly canalized

patternof cell divisionsof theearlyArabidopsisembryo is notpro-

totypic for flowering plants [37]. In contrast, the pattern of cell di-

visionsduringpost-embryonic formationof lateral root appears in

comparison less canalized. Therefore, it will be interesting to

identify how self-organization and non-deterministic behavior

can be more or less canalized.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Details of experimental procedures are available in the Supplemental

Information.
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